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1. Introduction

With the development of the activities in deep sea, the application of the autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is very widespread and there is a prominent prospect. The development of an AUV includes many areas, such as vehicle (carrier/platform) design, architecture, motion control, intelligent planning and decision making, etc (Blidberg 1991; Xu et al., 2006). The researchers dedicate themselves to improving the performance of modular, low-cost AUVs in such applications as long-range oceanographic survey, autonomous docking, and shallow-water mine countermeasures. These goals can be achieved through the improvement of maneuvering precision and motion control capability with energy constraints. For low energy consumption, low resistance, and excellent maneuverability, fins are usually utilized to modify the AUV hydrodynamic force. An AUV with fins can do gyration motion by vertical fins and do diving and rising motion by horizontal fins. Therefore, the control system of the propeller-fin-driven AUV is very different to the conventional only-propeller-driven AUV.

A dynamic mathematic model for the AUV with fins based on a combination of theory and empirical data would provide an efficient platform for control system development, and an alternative to the typical trial-and-error method of control system tuning. Although some modeling and simulation methods have been proposed and applied (Conte et al., 1996; Timothy, 2001; Chang et al., 2002; Ridley, 2003; Li et al., 2005; Nahon, 2006; Silva et al., 2007), there is no standard procedure for modeling AUVs with fins in industry. Therefore, the simulation of the AUVs with fins is a challenge.

This chapter describes the development and verification of a six Degree of Freedom (DOF), non-linear model for an AUV with fins. In the model, the external force and moment resulting from hydrostatics, hydrodynamic lift and drag, added mass, and the thrusters and fins are all analyzed and expressed in matrix form. The equations describing the rigid-body dynamics are left in non-linear form to better simulate the AUV inherently non-linear behavior. Motion simulation is achieved through numeric integration of the motion equations. The simulation output is then checked with the AUV dynamics data collected in experiments at sea. The comparison results show that the non-linear model gives an accurate estimation of the AUV's actual motion. The research objective of this project is the development of WEILONG mini-AUV, which is a small, low-cost platform serving in a range of oceanographic applications (Su et al., 2007).
Due to the effect of fins, conventional control methods can not meet the requirement for motion control (Giusepp, 1999). It requires high response speed and robustness to improve the maneuverability, at the same time the controller’s compute process should be simple enough. This chapter proposes a new control method which is adaptive to the AUV with fins—S surface control (Liu et al., 2001). S surface controller is developed from sigmoid function and the idea of fuzzy control which has been proved efficient in ocean experiments. It has a simple structure requiring only two inputs, but it is applicable to nonlinear system. Moreover, we will deduce self-learning algorithm using BP algorithm of neural networks for reference (Liu et al., 2002). Finally, experiments are conducted on WEILONG AUV to verify the feasibility and superiority.

2. Mathematic modelling of AUV motion

2.1 Coordinate system and motion parameters definition

In order to describe the AUV motion and set up a 6-DOF nonlinear mathematical model, a special reference frames have been established (Shi, 1995). There are two reference frames: fixed reference frame $E-\xi\eta\zeta$ (or inertial coordinate system) and motion reference frame $o-xyz$ (or body-fixed coordinate system), which are shown in Fig.1.

![Body-fixed and inertial coordinate system](Fig.1)

Considering the shape characteristic of most AUVs, the mathematic model is based on the hypothesis that the AUV is symmetric about its $xoz$ plane.

Defining generalized position vector $\mathbf{R}$, generalized velocity vector $\mathbf{V}$ and generalized force vector $\mathbf{\tau}$, the motion vector include

1. Position and attitude (in $E-\xi\eta\zeta$)

$$\mathbf{R} = [r^T, A^T]^T, \quad \mathbf{r} = [\xi, \eta, \zeta]^T, \quad \Lambda = [\varphi, \theta, \psi]^T$$

2. Linear and angular velocities (in $o-xyz$)

$$\mathbf{V} = [U^T, \Omega^T]^T, \quad \mathbf{U} = [u, v, w]^T, \quad \Omega = [p, q, r]^T$$

3. Force and moment parameters (in $o-xyz$)

$$\mathbf{\tau} = [F^T, M^T]^T, \quad \mathbf{F} = [X, Y, Z]^T, \quad \mathbf{M} = [K, M, N]^T$$
2.2 Dynamics model

Based on momentum theorem, the AUV dynamic equation is

\[ \mathbf{M}_R \ddot{\mathbf{V}} + \mathbf{C}_R(\mathbf{V})\mathbf{V} = \mathbf{\tau} \]

(1)

where \( \mathbf{M}_R \) is the generalized mass matrix of the AUV body, and \( \mathbf{C}_R(\mathbf{V}) \) is the Coriolis and centripetal force matrix. \( \mathbf{M}_R \) is given by

\[
\mathbf{M}_R = \begin{bmatrix}
  m & 0 & 0 & 0 & m z_G & -m y_G \\
  0 & m & 0 & -m z_G & 0 & m x_G \\
  0 & 0 & m & m y_G & -m x_G & 0 \\
  0 & -m z_G & m y_G & l_x & l_y & l_z \\
  m z_G & 0 & -m x_G & l_x & l_y & l_z \\
  -m y_G & m x_G & 0 & l_x & l_y & l_z \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

where \( m \) is the AUV mass, \( J \) terms represent the inertial tensors, and \( x_G, y_G, z_G \) represent the AUV position barycenter in body-fixed frame. \( \mathbf{C}_R(\mathbf{V}) \) is given by

\[
\mathbf{C}_R(\mathbf{V}) = \begin{bmatrix}
  0 & -m r & m q \\
  m r & 0 & -m p \\
  -m q & m p & 0 \\
  -m(y_c q + z_c r) & m y_c p & m z_c p \\
  m z_c u & -m(z_c r + x_c p) & m z_c q \\
  -m y_c u & m y_c r & -m(x_c p + y_c q) \\
  m(y_c q + z_c r) & -m x_c q & -m x_c r \\
  -m y_c p & m(z_c r + x_c p) & -m y_c r \\
  -m z_c p & -m z_c q & m(x_c p + y_c q) \\
  0 & l_{x_p} + l_{y_q} + l_{z_r} & -l_{x_p} - l_{y_q} - l_{z_r} \\
  -l_{x_p} - l_{y_q} - l_{z_r} & 0 & l_{x_p} + l_{y_q} + l_{z_r} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

Generalized force vector \( \mathbf{\tau} \) at the right of the equation (1) is outside force (or moment) acting on the AUV, including static force vector \( \mathbf{\tau}_G \) (gravity and buoyancy), hydrodynamics force vector of the vehicle body (include \( \mathbf{\tau}_A \) which is caused by added mass and viscous damping force \( \mathbf{\tau}_V \) ), and the controlled force vector (include the thruster force \( \mathbf{\tau}_{\text{prop}} \) and the fin force \( \mathbf{\tau}_R \)). The static force vector \( \mathbf{\tau}_G \) reflects the effect of the vehicle weight and buoyancy. The vehicle’s weight is \( W = m g \) and the buoyancy is \( B = \rho \nabla g \), where \( \rho \) is the density of the surrounding fluid, and \( V \) is the total volume displaced by the AUV. Therefore, \( \mathbf{\tau}_G \) is given by

\[
\mathbf{\tau}_G = \begin{bmatrix}
  X_G \\
  Y_G \\
  Z_G \\
  K_G \\
  M_G \\
  N_G \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  -(W - B) \cdot \sin \theta \\
  (W - B) \cdot \sin \phi \cos \theta \\
  (W - B) \cdot \cos \phi \cos \theta \\
  (y_c W - y_b B) \cdot \cos \phi \cos \theta - (z_c W - z_b B) \cdot \sin \phi \cos \theta \\
  -(x_c W - x_b B) \cdot \cos \phi \cos \theta - (z_c W - z_b B) \cdot \sin \theta \\
  (x_c W - x_b B) \cdot \sin \phi \cos \theta - (y_c W - y_b B) \cdot \sin \theta \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)
where \( x_b, y_b, z_b \) are the vehicle coordinates in body-fixed coordinate system. 

\( \tau_A \) which is related with added mass is given by

\[
\tau_A = -(M_A \dot{V} + C_A(V)V) 
\]  

(5)

where \( M_A \) is the added mass matrix given by

\[
M_A = \begin{bmatrix}
\lambda_{11} & 0 & \lambda_{13} & 0 & \lambda_{15} & 0 \\
0 & \lambda_{22} & 0 & \lambda_{24} & 0 & \lambda_{26} \\
\lambda_{31} & 0 & \lambda_{33} & 0 & \lambda_{35} & 0 \\
0 & \lambda_{42} & 0 & \lambda_{44} & 0 & \lambda_{46} \\
\lambda_{51} & 0 & \lambda_{53} & 0 & \lambda_{55} & 0 \\
0 & \lambda_{62} & 0 & \lambda_{64} & 0 & \lambda_{66}
\end{bmatrix} 
\]  

(6)

where \( \lambda \) terms are the vehicle added mass. 

\( M_A \) can be also denoted as hydrodynamic coefficients expression as follows:

\[
M_A = \begin{bmatrix}
X_u & 0 & X_w & 0 & X_q & 0 \\
0 & Y_v & 0 & Y_p & 0 & Y_r \\
Z_u & 0 & Z_w & 0 & Z_q & 0 \\
0 & K_v & 0 & K_p & 0 & K_r \\
M_u & 0 & M_w & 0 & M_q & 0 \\
0 & N_v & 0 & N_p & 0 & N_r
\end{bmatrix} 
\]  

(7)

\( C_A(V) \) is a Coriolis-like matrix induced by \( M_A \),

\[
C_A(V) = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & a_3 & -a_2 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -a_3 & 0 & a_4 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & a_2 & -a_1 & 0 \\
0 & a_1 & -a_4 & 0 & b_1 & -b_2 \\
a_3 & 0 & a_1 & -b_3 & 0 & b_1 \\
a_2 & -a_1 & 0 & b_2 & -b_1 & 0
\end{bmatrix} 
\]  

(8)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
a_1 &= \lambda_{11}u + \lambda_{13}w + \lambda_{15}q \\
a_2 &= \lambda_{22}v + \lambda_{24}p + \lambda_{26}r \\
a_3 &= \lambda_{31}u + \lambda_{33}w + \lambda_{35}q \\
b_1 &= \lambda_{42}v + \lambda_{44}p + \lambda_{46}r \\
b_2 &= \lambda_{51}u + \lambda_{53}w + \lambda_{55}q \\
b_3 &= \lambda_{62}v + \lambda_{64}p + \lambda_{66}r
\end{align*}
\]

The viscous damping force \( \tau_V \) is given by

\[
\tau_V = D(V)V
\]  

(9)

The damping matrix \( D(V) \) is given by
\[
D(V) = \begin{bmatrix}
X_u + X_wu|u| & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & Y_v + Y_wv|v| & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
Z_wu|u| & 0 & Z_w + Z_ww|w| & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & K_p + K_p|p| & 0 & 0 \\
M_u|u| & 0 & 0 & 0 & M_q + M_q|q| & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & N_r + N_r|r| \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(10)

where \(X_u, Y_v, Z_w, K_p, M_q,\) and \(N_r\) are the linear damping coefficients. \(Y_wu|u|, Z_ww|w|, K_p|p|, M_q|q|,\) \(X_wu|u|,\) and \(N_r|r|\) are the quadratic damping coefficients. \(M_u\) and \(Z_w\) are the effect caused by the dissymmetry on \(xoy\) plane.

The external force and moment vector produced by thrusters \(\tau_{\text{prop}}\) is defined as

\[
\tau_{\text{prop}} = LT_{\text{prop}}
\]

(11)

where \(L\) is a mapping matrix, and \(T_{\text{prop}}\) is the thrust vector produced by thrusters given by

\[
T_{\text{prop}} = \begin{bmatrix}
T_1 \\
T_2 \\
\vdots \\
T_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(12)

The number \(n\) in \(T_{\text{prop}}\) depends on the number of thrusters. The mapping matrix \(L\) is a \(6 \times n\) matrix that uses \(T_{\text{prop}}\) to find the overall force and moment acting on the vehicle.

Hydrodynamics of a single thruster is usually obtained through the in water test. A series of advance coefficient \(J\) corresponding to the thrust coefficient \(K_r\) data can be obtained from the in water test. Data from an in water test are shown in Fig. 2. We fit the curve by the method of least squares and then obtain the fitted \(J - K_r\) curve. In practical applications, we get advance coefficient \(J\) and substitute it into fitted \(J - K_r\) curve to obtain \(K_r\). Finally, the thrust can be obtained. Detailed process is as follows:

1. We get the advance coefficient \(J\) from fluid velocity cross the propeller \(V_{\text{prop}}\), the propeller diameter \(D\), and the screw propeller rotate speed \(n\) (\(n\) is determined by controller): \(J = \frac{V_{\text{prop}}}{nD}\).
2. We put \(J\) into fitted \(J - K_r\) curve to get force coefficient \(K_r\).
3. We get thrust-\(T\) by using equation \(T = K_r n^2 D^4\).

The overall external force and moment vector produced by fins \(\tau_R\) is given by

\[
\tau_R = \begin{bmatrix}
X_R \\
Y_R \\
Z_R \\
K_R \\
M_R \\
N_R
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(13)
According to every single fin force and its installing position, $\tau$ can be obtained. As to a control fin on the vehicle, the hydrodynamic force can be decomposed into two directions: lift force $L$—vertical to stream current and drag force $D$—along stream current. Lift force and drag force can be calculated by the equations as follows:

\[
L = \frac{1}{2} C_l \rho A_r v_e^2
\]
\[
D = \frac{1}{2} C_d \rho A_r v_e^2
\]

where $C_l$ is the fin lift coefficient, $C_d$ is the fin drag coefficient, $A_r$ is the fin planform area, and $v_e$ is the effective fin velocity. The values of lift coefficient $C_l$ and drag coefficient $C_d$ are related with effective fin angle of attack $\alpha$.

We can adopt experiment, theory computation, or empirical formula to get $C_l$ and $C_d$.

Experiment and empirical formular method will be introduced below.

1. Actual measurement from experiment
A series of data of angles of attack $\alpha$ vs. lift coefficient $C_l$ and drag coefficient $C_d$ can be obtained from hydrodynamic experiment, and then fitted curves of $C_l$ and $C_d$ can be generated through least squares fit. For example, the fitted curves of a fin is shown in Fig.3. When we know the current angle of attack of fin on the AUV, the values of $C_l$ and $C_d$ under this angle can be obtained by curves interpolation.

2. Method of empirical equation
The empirical equations to calculate $C_l$ and $C_d$ are given by

\[
C_l = \frac{\partial C_l}{\partial \alpha} \alpha + \frac{C_{DC}}{\lambda} \left( \frac{\alpha}{57.3} \right)^2
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_l}{\partial \alpha} = \frac{0.9(2\pi)\lambda}{57.3[\cos \Lambda \sqrt{\frac{\lambda^2}{\cos^4 \Lambda} + 4 + 1.8}]
\]

Fig. 2. Capability curves of thrusters
where $\frac{\partial C_L}{\partial \alpha}$ is the slope at $\alpha=0$ in lift coefficient curves, and $C_{DC}$ is the drag coefficient of cross current which depends on tip shape and rake ratio (e.g. Quadrate tip: $C_{DC}=0.8$. Smooth tip: $C_{DC}=0.4$). $C_{D0}$ is the airfoil profile drag coefficient (viscous drag). For the profile section NACA0015, $C_{D0}=0.0065$. $\Lambda$ is the sweptback angle at 1/4 chord of the fin. $\lambda$ is the aspect ratio. $\alpha$ is the angle of attack (degree).

In order to get $C_L$ and $C_D$, we should know the real effective angle of attack. As the fin located at some offset from the origin of the AUV coordinate system, it experiences the following effective velocities

\begin{align}
  u_{fin} &= u + z_{fin} - y_{fin}r \\
  v_{fin} &= v + x_{fin}r - z_{fin}p \\
  w_{fin} &= w + y_{fin} - x_{fin}q
\end{align}

where $x_{fin}$, $y_{fin}$, and $z_{fin}$ are the body-fixed coordinates of the fin posts.

The effective fin angles of attack $\delta_s$ and $\delta_r$ are given by

\begin{align}
\delta_s &= \delta_s + \beta_s \\
\delta_r &= \delta_r + \beta_r
\end{align}

where $\delta_s$ and $\delta_r$ are the fin angles referenced to the vehicle hull, $\beta_s$ and $\beta_r$ are the effective angles of attack of the fin zero plane, as shown in Fig. 4. $\beta_s$ and $\beta_r$ are given by

\begin{align}
\beta_s &= \frac{v_{fin}}{u_{fin}} = \frac{v + x_{fin}r - z_{fin}p}{u + z_{fin} - y_{fin}r} \\
\beta_r &= \frac{w_{fin}}{u_{fin}} = \frac{w + y_{fin} - x_{fin}q}{u + z_{fin} - y_{fin}r}
\end{align}

Based on the above analysis, equation (1) could be rewritten into more detailed form

\begin{align}
(M_{RB} + M_A)V = \tau_c + \tau_{prop} + \tau_r + D(V)V - (C_{RB}(V) + C_A(V)V)
\end{align}
2.3 Kinematics model

The coordinate transformation between body-fixed coordinate system and inertial coordinate system can is given by

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\xi}_G \\
\dot{\eta}_G \\
\dot{\zeta}_G \\
\dot{\phi} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{\psi}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
T_1 & 0_{3 \times 3} \\
0_{3 \times 3} & T_2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u \\
v \\
w \\
p \\
q \\
r
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(22)

where $\xi_G$, $\eta_G$ and $\zeta_G$ are the barycentre coordinates in inertial coordinate system, $T_1$ and $T_2$ are coordinate transform matrix given by

$$
T_1 =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \psi \cos \theta & \cos \psi \sin \theta \sin \phi - \sin \psi \cos \phi & \cos \psi \sin \theta \cos \phi + \sin \psi \sin \phi \\
\sin \psi \cos \theta & \sin \psi \sin \theta \sin \phi + \cos \psi \cos \phi & \sin \psi \sin \theta \cos \phi - \cos \psi \sin \phi \\
-\sin \theta & \sin \theta \sin \phi & \cos \theta \cos \phi
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(23)

$$
T_2 =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & \tan \theta \sin \phi & \tan \theta \cos \phi \\
0 & \cos \phi & -\sin \phi \\
0 & \sin \phi \sec \theta & \cos \phi \sec \theta
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(24)

2.4 Numerical integration

Given the complex and highly nonlinear nature of the equations (21) and (22), we will use numerical integration to solve these equations and get the vehicle speed, position, and attitude vs time.

The non-linear state equation of the AUV is given by

$$
\dot{x}_n = f(x_n, u_n)
$$

(25)

where $x_n$ is the state vector, and $u_n$ is the input vector:

$$
x_n = [u ~ v ~ w ~ p ~ q ~ r ~ \xi ~ \eta ~ \zeta ~ \phi ~ \theta ~ \psi]^T
$$

(26)
\[ \mathbf{u}_n = \begin{bmatrix} \tau_{prop} & \tau_R \end{bmatrix} \]  

(27)

Here, Runge-Kutta method of numerical integration is usually used to solve the equations. Firstly, we calculate the following equations

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_1 &= x_n + f(x_n, u_n) \\
    k_2 &= f(x + \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_1, u_{n+\frac{1}{2}}) \\
    k_3 &= f(x + \frac{\Delta t}{2} k_2, u_{n+\frac{1}{2}}) \\
    k_4 &= f(x + \Delta t k_4, u_{n+1})
\end{align*}
\]

where the interpolated input vector is

\[
    u_{n+\frac{1}{2}} = \frac{1}{2}(u_n + u_{n+1})
\]

(29)

Then, we combine the above equations

\[
x_{n+1} = x_n + \frac{\Delta t}{6}(k_1 + 2k_2 + 2k_3 + k_4)
\]

(30)

2.5 Simulation results

Base on the above mathematic modelling and analysis, many simulation data are obtained using the simulator of one AUV. The simulation results are compared with the results of at-sea experiments. The zigzag-like motions in horizontal plane and vertical plane were simulated and the compared results are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. From the comparison between simulation results and experiment results, we can conclude that the mathematic model of the AUV motion and the numerical integration method are accurate and feasible.

![Fig. 5. Zigzag-like motion in horizontal plane](www.intechopen.com)
2.6 Summary

The nonlinear mathematic model of the AUV motion is constructed in this section and the numerical integration to solve this model is also discussed. Moreover, the model is applicable to most AUVs.

3. AUV motion control

3.1 S surface control

The control rules (Table 1) of the general fuzzy controller indicate that changes of the control outputs are regular. Based on the figures along the leading diagonal, there is a polygonal line, which can be fitted with a smooth curve (a sigmoid function). In fact, the smooth curve can be viewed as innumerable polygonal lines with a length approaching to zero joined together. When designing fuzzy controller, the form (when the deviation is comparatively large, the control demand would be loosely considered; on the contrary, when the deviation is comparatively small, the control demand would be strictly treated) that is loosen at both sides and thick at the middle is generally adopted, which is consistent with the variation form of the sigmoid function. Thus, the sigmoid function incarnates the idea of fuzzy control on a certain extent. Moreover, the fold line surface that corresponds with the whole fuzzy rule of fuzzy control can be replaced with the curved surface composed by smooth curves, as shown in figure 7.

Fig. 6. Zigzag-like motion in vertical plane

Fig. 7. Sigmoid curved surface
Table 1. Control rules table

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, the function of sigmoid curve is given by

\[ y = \frac{2.0}{1.0 + e^{-k_1x}} - 1.0 \]  

(31)

Then, the function of sigmoid curved surface is

\[ z = \frac{2.0}{1.0 + e^{(k_1x-k_2y)}} - 1.0 \]  

(32)

Thus, the designed control model of S surface controller is

\[ u = \frac{2.0}{1.0 + e^{(k_1e-k_2e)}} - 1.0 \]  

(33)

where \( e \) and \( \dot{e} \) stand for the input information (error and the rate of error change, which are normalized), \( u \) is the control output which is the output force (normalized) in each freedom, and \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are the control parameters corresponding to error and rate of error change respectively.

In equation (33), there are only two control parameters \( (k_1 \text{ and } k_2) \) which S surface controller need to adjust. It is important to note that S surface controller can not get the best matching, whether adopting manual adjustment or adaptive adjustment. This is because that the adjustment is global and local adjustment is not available. Therefore, parameter adjustment is just the approximation of the system. After all, due to the complexity and uncertainty of control object, any kind of approach has big approximation. Thus, the optimal parameters \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are different due to different velocities.

Manual adjustment of control parameters can make the motion control of underwater vehicle meet the demand in most cases. Response is more sensitive to small deviation but vibrations easily occur when \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are larger. Therefore, the initial values of \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) we choose are generally about 3.0. If the overshoot is large, we can reduce \( k_1 \) and increase \( k_2 \) simultaneously. By contrast, if the speed of convergence is slow, we can increase \( k_1 \) and reduce \( k_2 \) simultaneously.

The ocean current and unknown disturbances can be considered as fixed disturbance force in a sampling period. Thus, we can eliminate the fixed deviation by adjusting the excursion of S surface and the function of control model is

\[ u = \frac{2.0}{1.0 + e^{(k_1e-k_2e)}} - 1.0 + \Delta u \]  

(34)

where \( \Delta u \) is the value(normalized) of fixed disturbance force which is obtained through adaptive manner. The adaptive manner is as follows:
a. Check whether the velocity of the vehicle is smaller than a preset threshold. If it is, go to step b); if not, go to step c);

b. Give the deviation value of this degree to a set array, at the same time, add 1 to the set counter, when the very counter reaches the predefined value, go to step d);

c. Shift each element in the array to the left by one, and at the meantime, decrease the counter by 1, then go to step a);

d. Weighted average the values of the array and the gained average deviation values are obtained. Then these deviation values are used to compute the side-play amount of control output, self-adapt the control output to eliminate fixed deviation, meanwhile, set the counter to zero, turn to the next loop.

Thus, a simple and practical controller is constructed, which can meet the work requirement in complicated ocean environment. However, the parameter adjustment of S surface controller is completely by hand. We hope to adjust the parameters for the controller by itself online, so we will present the self-learning algorithm the idea borrowed from BP algorithm in neural networks.

### 3.2 Self-learning algorithm

Generally, we define a suitable error function using neural networks for reference, so we can adjust the control parameters by BP algorithm on-line. As is known, an AUV has its own motion will, which is very important for self-learning and will be discussed in detail in the next section, so there is also an expected motion state. Namely, there is an expected control output for S surface controller. Therefore, the error function is given by

$$E_p = \frac{1}{2} (u_d - u)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where \( u_d \) is the expected control output, and \( u \) is the last time output which can be obtained by equation (34).

We can use gradient descent optimization method, i.e. use the gradient of \( E_p \) to adjust \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \).

$$\Delta k_i = -\eta \frac{\partial E_p}{\partial k_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

where \( \eta \) is the learning ratio \( (0 < \eta < 1) \).

$$\frac{\partial E_p}{\partial k_i} = -(u_d - u) \cdot \frac{\partial u}{\partial k_i} = -(u_d - u) \cdot \frac{20e^{-k_1e^{-k_2}\beta}(1 + e^{-k_1e^{-k_2}\beta})^2}{(1 + e^{-k_1e^{-k_2}\beta})^3} e_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where \( i = 1,2 \); \( e_1 = \dot{e} \); \( e_2 = e \)

Therefore, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) can be optimized by the following equation.

$$k_i(t + 1) = k_i(t) + \Delta k_i = k_i(t) + \eta(u_d - u) \cdot \frac{20e^{-k_1e^{-k_2}\beta}}{(1 + e^{-k_1e^{-k_2}\beta})^3} \cdot e_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

We can get the expected speed by expected state programming. The expected control output can be obtained by the following principles.
If the speed $v$ is less than or equal to $v_d$, then $u$ is less than $u_d$, and $u$ needs to be magnified. In the contrast, $u$ needs to be reduced. The expected control output is given by

$$u_d = u + c \cdot (v_d - v) \quad (39)$$

where $c$ is a proper positive constant. Therefore, $S$ surface controller has the ability of self-learning.

### 3.3 AUV motion will

As an intelligent system, the AUV has motion will to some degree. It knows the expected speed and when and how to run and stop. The effect from environment changing is secondary, and it can overcome the disturbance by itself. Certainly, the ability to overcome the disturbance is not given by researchers, because they may not have the detailed knowledge of the changing of environment. However, the AUV motion will can be given easily, because the artificial machine must reflect the human ideas. For example, when an AUV runs from the current state to the objective state, how to get the expected acceleration (motion will) can be considered synthetically by the power of thrusters, the working requirement and the energy consumption. However, the active compensation to various acting force (the reflective intelligence for achieving the motion will) will be obtained from self-learning. This is the path which we should follow for the AUV motion control (Peng, 1995).

The purpose of motion control is to drive the error $S$ and the error variance ratio $V$ between the current state and and the objective state to be zero. The pre-programming of control output is given by

$$a = V = \{a_x, a_y, a_z, a_{xy}, a_{yx} \} = f(S, V) \quad (40)$$

where the concrete form of $f(\cdot)$ can be given by synthetically consideration according to the drive ability of the power system.

$$a = P \cdot a_{\text{max}} \quad (41)$$

where $a_{\text{max}}$ is the AUV maximal acceleration, which lies on the drive ability of power system and the vehicle mass. $P$ is given by

$$P = \begin{bmatrix} p_1 & 0 \\ p_2 & p_3 \\ 0 & p_4 \\ 0 & p_5 \end{bmatrix} \quad (42)$$

where

$$\begin{align*}
    p_1 &= (p_x / p_{xy}) \tanh(p_{xy} / 2) \\
    p_2 &= (p_y / p_{xy}) \tanh(p_{xy} / 2) \\
    p_3 &= \tanh(p_{xy} / 2) \\
    p_4 &= \tanh(p_y / 2) \\
    p_5 &= \tanh(p_y / 2)
\end{align*} \quad (43)$$
\[
\begin{align*}
    p_x &= S_x^* - c_x V_x \\
    p_y &= S_y^* - c_y V_y \\
    p_z &= S_z^* - c_z V_z \\
    p_\psi &= S_\psi^* - c_\psi V_\psi \\
    p_\theta &= S_\theta^* - c_\theta V_\theta \\
    p_{xy} &= \sqrt{p_x^2 + p_y^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(44)

where \( S_x^* \), \( S_y^* \), \( S_z^* \), \( S_\psi^* \), \( S_\theta^* \) are defined as the traction distances in \( x \), \( y \), \( z \), \( \psi \), \( \theta \) direction given by:

\[
S_i^* = \begin{cases} 
S_{i\text{max}}^* & (S_i \geq S_{i\text{max}}^*) \\
S_i & (-S_{i\text{max}}^* < S_i < -S_{i\text{max}}^*) \\
-S_{i\text{max}}^* & (S_i \leq -S_{i\text{max}}^*)
\end{cases}
\]  

(45)

where \( i = x, y, z, \psi, \theta \). \( S_{i\text{max}}^* \) and \( c_i \) are undetermined coefficients, and \( S_{i\text{max}}^* \) are the predefined maximal distances which are determined based on the AUV’s ability. We hope that the maximal transfer speed \( V_{i\text{max}} \)

\[
S_{i\text{max}}^* - c_i V_{i\text{max}} = 0
\]  

(46)

As can be seen, we can not determine \( S_{i\text{max}}^* \) and \( c_i \) by equation (46), so we define the other constraint equation shown in equation (47).

\[
\begin{cases} 
S_i'' = a_{i\text{max}} \left( 1 - \frac{2}{1 + \exp(c_i(S_i' - S_i))} \right), & (t > t_0) \\
S_i' = S_{i\text{max}}^*, & (t = t_0)
\end{cases}
\]  

(47)

Therefore, to all \( t > t_0 \), \( S_i > 0 \), and get smallest possible \( t_0 > t_0 \). To all \( t > t_0 \), we can obtain

\[
S_i < \varepsilon_i
\]  

(48)

where \( \varepsilon_i \) is the state precision. The constraint condition is to reduce errors as well as drive overshoot to zero.

4. Experiments

In this part, simulation and lake experiments have been conducted on WEILONG mini-AUV for many times to verify the feasibility and superiority of the mathematical modelling and control method. The position errors of longitudinal control simulation are shown in Fig. 8. Reference inputs are 5m, the velocity of current is 0 m/s, and the voltage of thrusters is restricted by 2.5V. As can be seen, S surface control is feasible for the AUV motion control. For the figure on the left, \( k_1 = 8.0 \) and \( k_2 = 5.0 \). Since the initial parameters are too big, there is certain overshoot and concussion around the object state in S surface control. However, the
parameters are adjusted by self-learning in improved S surface control. The overshoot is reduced and the balance (Do you mean steady state) is achieved rapidly. For the figure on the right, \( k_1 = 3.0 \) and \( k_2 = 5.0 \). The initial parameters are too small, so the rate of convergence is too slow in S surface control. In improved S surface control, the rate of convergence is picked up and the performance is improved greatly.

Field experiments are conducted in the lake. The experiments use the improved S surface control and the results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. As there exits various disturbance (such as wave and current), the result curves are not smooth enough. In yaw control experiment, the action of the disturbances is greater than the acting force, so we can see some concussions in Fig. 9. It needs to be explained in the depth control that there is no response at the beginning of the experiment. The reason is the velocity of WEILONG mini-AUV is very low and the fin effect is too small. In the computer simulation, we don’t use the fins until the velocity reaches certain value.

![Simulation results of longitudinal control](image1)

Fig. 8. Simulation results of longitudinal control

![Results of yaw control in lake experiments](image2)

Fig. 9. Results of yaw control in lake experiments
As can be seen, the control performance meets the requirement for the AUV motion control by using improved $S$ surface control. It has high response speed and good robustness to various disturbances in field experiments.

5. Conclusion

This chapter concentrates on the problem of modeling and motion control for the AUVs with fins. Firstly, we develop the motion equation in six-degree freedom and analyze the force and hydrodynamic coefficients, especially the fin effect. The feasibility and accuracy are verified by comparing the results between at-sea experiments and simulation. The model is applicable to most AUVs. Secondly, we present a simple and practical control method—$S$ surface control to achieve motion control for the AUVs with fins, and deduce the self-learning algorithm using BP algorithm of neural networks for reference. Finally, the experiment results verify the feasibility and the superiority of the mathematical modelling and control method.
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7. References


For the latest twenty to thirty years, a significant number of AUVs has been created for the solving of wide spectrum of scientific and applied tasks of ocean development and research. For the short time period the AUVs have shown the efficiency at performance of complex search and inspection works and opened a number of new important applications. Initially the information about AUVs had mainly review-advertising character but now more attention is paid to practical achievements, problems and systems technologies. AUVs are losing their prototype status and have become a fully operational, reliable and effective tool and modern multi-purpose AUVs represent the new class of underwater robotic objects with inherent tasks and practical applications, particular features of technology, systems structure and functional properties.
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